
Assignment #2 Help 
• You will create programs that demonstrate a 

mechanism for exchanging data with a standard 
Linux/UNIX type command (e.g. grep, sort, etc.) 

• During execution, your programs will create a 
pair of communication pipes to send data to and 
receive processed data from a child process that 
will execute the desired Linux/UNIX command 

• You may find some old slides located around 
page 10 at: 
http://www.cs.uml.edu/~bill/cs308/unix_chp5_IPC_pipes.pdf                

   to be helpful. 



Assignment #2 Procedures 
• This assignment will require that you write two 

programs, one to work with the Linux sort command and 
one to work with the Linux grep command 

• In each program, you will create 2 communication pipes 
and then fork a child to run the Linux command of 
interest 

• Your program will supply data to the Linux command 
running in the child by writing it down one of the pipes 
and then your program will retrieve processed data from 
the child running the command by reading it from the 
other pipe 

• This approach can be generalized to all Linux 
commands, since they all read from stdin (channel 0) 
and write to stdout (channel 1) by default 



Assignment #2 Principles 
• There are about 160 standard Linux/UNIX shell 

commands that can be found on all systems 
• Each of these commands is built in the same way with 

respect to input and output  
• If a command requires input, then by default, it will look 

for input from stdin (channel 0) 
• If a command generates output, then by default, it will 

send its output to stdout (channel 1) 
• Since commands are built this way, it’s easy for the shell 

(bash, sh, csh, etc.) to connect a collection of commands 
in a pipeline 

• It’s also easy for the shell to redirect input to a 
command (using <) or redirect output (using > or >>) 

• All of this is based on the rule that any system call that 
returns a channel returns the smallest available 



Assignment #2 Principles 
• The following code shows how the shell prepares a 

pipeline from the command line: 
      -bash-4.2$ ls -l | grep "Feb 15" 



Assignment #2 Principles 
• The following code shows how the shell prepares an io 

redirection from the command line: 
      -bash-4.2$ ls -l > ./my_lsfile.txt 

// process io redirection 
if(fork() == 0){ // create child to run ls 
  close(1);      // close stdout chan 1 
// now open target file, must open on chan 1 
  open("./my_lsfile.txt", O_WRONLY|O_CREAT, 0644); 
  execlp("ls", "ls", "-l", NULL); // exec ls program 
}  
wait(NULL);      // wait for the ls child 
// prompt user 



Your Programs Should Have the Following Shape 
 
 
int main (void){ 

// create 2 pipes with the pipe call 
// setup the data resources you’ll need 
// fork a child and begin writing data down the write  

side of one of the pipes with the write call 
// when all data has been written, close that pipe’s  

write side channel (critical step) with a close call 
// begin reading the read side channel of the other pipe 

with the read call to retrieve child’s processed output 
// child must close its channel 0 and the use the 

dup call on the read side of the parent’s write pipe 
// child must close its channel 1 and the use the 

dup call on the write side of the parent’s read pipe 
// child must now close all inherited pipe channels 
// child now uses execl to load the desired Linux 

command (e.g. sort, grep, etc.) 
// the Linux command processes the data it reads from  

0 and writes its output to channel 1 (as is normal) 
// when all output is written, the child terminates 

// parent reads from the read side of the other pipe 
// parent processes the returned data as required until EOF 

and writes results to stdout (channel 1) 
// parent completes output processing and terminates  



PID a 
bash 

PID b 
your_prog 

PID c 
Linux cmd 

0 stdin 
1 stdout 
2 stderr  

0 
1 
2 
3 R 
4 W 
5 R 
6 W 

out pipe 

in pipe 0 
1 
2 
3 R 
4 W 
5 R 
6 W dup 6 to 1 

dup 3 to 0 



The output from the sort program should look like 
this. 
The values here are the values you should get 
from using the data file required 



The output from the grep program will depend on 
the data file you use (passed as an argument). 
The values here are the values you should get 
from using the data file:   
~bill/cs308/cs308a2_grep_data_1  



Running the grep program using the data file: 
   
~bill/cs308/cs308a2_grep_data_2  
 
Will have a very different outcome. 
 
In your write-up, one of the things you must 
discuss is the difference observed with the grep 
output between the two provided data files.  You 
must provide an explanation for what you 
observed. 
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